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Abstract 
Specifications of finite state algorithms with a complex temporal behavior such as 
protocols or hardware systems are often given in temporal logics as e.g. CTL or 
CTL *. On the one hand, CTL offers in comparison to CTL * efficient model checking 
algorithms, but on the other hand, CTL seems to suffer from a limited expressiveness. 
In this paper; it is shown that the limitations one feels when using CTL are often due 
to syntactical restrictions and not due to its limited expressiveness. Hence, a new 
sub language of CTL * is presented that has the same expressiveness as CTL, but 
less syntactical restrictions. Moreover; it is shown, how specifications written in this 
language can be translated into CTL to be verified by a standard model checker for 
CTL. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Temporal logics are convenient fonnalisms for specifying systems with a complex 
temporal behavior. There are a lot of different temporal logics which differ in their 
semantics as well as in their expressiveness (for an excellent overview see [Emer90]). 
Some temporal logics consider the future as well as the past, while others only have 
future time temporal operators. Another difference in the semantics is the modeling 
of the considered points of time: usually discrete points of time are considered, but 
for special purposes, there are also temporal logics with a continuous model of time. 

The most frequently used temporal logics are CTL [ClEm81], LTL [Pnue77], and 
the superset CTL * of the latter ones [EmHa86]. These logics have a discrete model 
of time and usually only have future time operators. Models of these logics are often 
given as (finite) state transition diagrams called Kripke structures [Emer90]. As these 
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Kripke structures are used to model the systems to be verified, each state of the 
Kripke structure is also a possible system state. Each path through a Kripke structure 
is called a computation path and directly corresponds to a possible computation of 
the modeled system. Usually, it is assumed that each transition in the Kripke structure 
requires one unit of time and corresponds to a basic computation of the modeled 
finite state system. 

eTl and eTl * are branching time temporal logics, i.e. in each program state, 
there can be more than one successor state and hence, several computation paths 
are starting in this state. This feature can be used to model inputs that can not be 
predicted in general. In eTl *, we can (and in eTl we must) specify in each state, 
whether a temporal property has to hold for all or for at least one computation path 
starting in this state. We do not have this choice in lTl: if a lTl formula is interpreted 
over a Kripke structure, it is required that the formula has to hold for all paths of the 
Kripke structure. Hence, in lTl, the Kripke structure is viewed as a set of paths, 
rather than a state transition system. 

The past decade has seen an extensive debate [Lamp80, EmLe85, LiPn85] and 
[EmHa86] whether branching time or linear time temporal logics are more suited for 
the specification and verification of finite state systems. In general, lTl specifica
tions tend to be more readable than eTl specifications, since lTl directly allows to 
formalize properties with more than one event, as temporal operators may be nested 
arbitrarily. For example, the property 'b has to hold, when a is true for the second 
time' can be expressed* in LTl as [(X[b W aJ) W a]. The same is allowed also in 
CTL *, but not in CTL. 

Nevertheless, eTl plays the mayor role in the verification of temporal prop
erties of finite state programs due to the efficiency of its model checking algo
rithm: checking that a eTl formula 'P holds in a Kripke structure M with 11811 
states and IIRII transitions can be done in time 0((11811 + IIRID . II'PI!), while the 
model checking problems for lTl and eTl * are known to be PSPACE-complete 
[SiCI85, EmLe85]. Moreover, model checkers for eTl can use a symbolic state tra
versal [BCMD92] which avoids to enumerate the set of states as well as the tran
sition relation (symbolic traversals represent sets of states by their characteristic 
function in form of binary decision diagrams [Brya86]). This has lead in the past 
to a breakthrough in the verification of finite state systems and allowed to fix sev
eral bugs [BCDM86, DiC186, CGHJ93a]. Symbolic model checking can not directly 
be applied to lTl or eTl * . However, there are some approaches to remedy this fact 
[CIGH94a, Jong91a, Schn96c] by translating the formulae to equivalent w-automata. 

In some papers, it has been argued that eTl is not expressive enough for the spec
ification of complex temporal behavior. In particular, a major drawback of eTl is 
its inability to express fairness, i.e. that a property holds infinitely often on a path. It 
has been proved that the eTl * formula EGFx is not equivalent to any eTl formula, 
hence eTl cannot express the fact that there is a path where a property x holds in
finitely often. However, the model checking algorithm for CTl has been extended 
in [EmLe86] to handle fairness constraints, i.e. to restrict the path quantifiers only 

* The semantics of the temporal operators is given in the following. 
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to quantify over fair paths with respect to a set of given fairness constraints without 
loss of the linear model checking algorithm. Nevertheless, even if a property is ex
pressible in CTL, it is sometimes not obvious how. For example, in [JoMC94), the 
verification of a 'single pulser circuit' has been studied in various verification sys
tems. CTL is expressive enough to formalize the behavior of the single pulser circuit, 
but in [JoMC94) some difficulties for its specification in CTL have been reported, 
which are mainly due to the hard syntactical restrictions of CTL. 

Hence, in this paper it is stated that the expressiveness of CTL (with the extension 
of fairness constraints) is sufficient for the formalization of most specifications. Nev
ertheless, it must be admitted that it is sometimes hard to write down specifications 
in CTL directly, especially if one is not an expert in the research in this area. Hence, 
in this paper a subset of CTL * called LeftCTL * is defined that has less restrictions on 
the syntax, but the same expressiveness as CTL. This allows to write down specifica
tions more directly. A translation procedure from LeftCTL * to CTL is also presented 
such that standard CTL model checkers as SMV [McMi93a) can be used for model 
checking of LeftCTL * specifications. In particular, this allows the translation of the 
LTL specification of the single pulser into an equivalent CTL specification. However, 
the linear runtime of the model checking procedure can not be stated for LeftCTL * 
since LeftCTL * is in general more succinct than CTL. This means that there are 
LeftCTL * formulae where each equivalent CTL formula is more than exponentially 
longer. 

It is remarkable that LeftCTL * is also related in some way to LTL. The better read
ability of LTL in comparison to CTL is a consequence of the arbitrary deep nesting of 
temporal operators. While CTL requires that path quantifiers and temporal operators 
are coupled to each other, this rule is weakened to a large extent in the definition of 
LeftCTL * similar to LTL. In fact, a lot of LTL formulae are also LeftCTL * formulae. 

While LeftCTL * is as expressive as CTL, it is also possible to enhance the ex
pressiveness of CTL similar to [BeGr94a). In [BeGr94a], a temporal logic called 
CTL 2 has been presented that is on the one hand a proper subset of CTL *, but on the 
other hand a proper superset of CTL (both in terms of syntax and expressiveness). In 
contrast to CTL, CTL 2 allows at most one nesting of temporal operators. Although 
CTL2 is more expressive than CTL, it has still a polynomial model checking algo
rithm. One key of the model checking algorithm of CTL 2 is the elimination of these 
operator nestings. The underlying theorems for eliminating these nestings can also 
be applied to LeftCTL *. This allows to extend LeftCTL * analogous to the extension 
of CTL to CTL 2, such that a logic is obtained that is a superset of both LeftCTL * 
and CTL2. The translation algorithm presented in this paper is then able to translate 
this logic back to CTL 2. These extensions are considered in section 5 of the paper. 

The outline of the paper is as follows: in the next section, the sublanguages of 
CTL * that will be considered throughout the paper are defined. Section 3 and sec
tion 4 present the reduction of LeftCTL * to CTL, and in section 5 some further 
enhancements of LeftCTL * analogous to [BeGr94a] are considered. Section 6 illus
trates the presented methods by translating the single pulser [JoMC94] specifications 
from LeftCTL * to CTL. 
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2 TEMPORAL LOGICS 

In general, the fonnulae of a logic depend on the set of available variables and on 
the set of available operators. In temporal logics, there are three kinds of operators: 
boolean operators, temporal operators and path quantifiers. 

Boolean operators such as ..." V, 1\, -t, B, 7i., 'il or EEl map given boolean values 
to boolean values. The mapping, i.e. the semantics of these boolean operators can 
be given by well-known truth tables. Clearly, there are 24 = 16 different boolean 
binary operators, but is well-known that all boolean operators can be expressed by 
one of the bases {7i.}, {'il}, {..." I\}, {..." V}, {..." 1\, V} or for Reed-Muller nonnal 
fonns {I\, EEl}. In the following the operators..." 1\ and V are used with their intuitive 
semantics. 

Temporal operators map signals on signals, where a signal is defined to be a func
tion from natural numbers to boolean values. Temporal relations between signals can 
be expressed by temporal operators. For example, [x W b] holds at a certain point 
of time to iff x holds when b holds for the first time after to. If b never holds after 
to, then [x W b] holds trivially. A lot of other temporal operators can be defined in 
tenns of W, e.g. 

[x U b] = [b W (x -t b)] 
[x B b] = [(...,b) W (xV b)] 
[x AT b] = X[x W b] 
Gx = [0 W (...,x)] 

[x !! b] = [x U b]1\ Fb 
[x ~ b] = [x B b]1\ Fb 
[x W b] = [x W b] A Fb 
Fx = ...,[OW x] 

U is the 'until' -operator, i.e. Ix U b] holds at to iff x holds until b becomes true for 
the first time after to. B is the 'before' -operator, i.e. [x B b] holds whenever x holds 
before b holds. Gx holds at a certain point of time, iff x holds from this point on; 
and Fx holds at a certain point of time, iff x holds at least once after this point. For 
each of the 'event-oriented' temporal operators W, U, B and AT, there is a strong 
variant which is equivalent to the weak version, except that it is required that the 
event has to occur. Strong variants are underlined in this paper to distinguish them 
from their weak variants. Usual operator bases for temporal operators are e.g. {AT}, 
{AT}, {W,X}, {W,X}, {U,X} or {!!,X}. 

Finally, path operators A and E are used to express that a temporal property has 
to hold for all computation paths or for at least one. Actually, only one of the path 
quantifiers E and A is necessary, as the equations E<p = ...,A...,<p and A<p = ...,E...,<p 
hold. Nevertheless, we use both quantifiers in order to have a comfortable language. 
The translation from one of the mentioned temporal operator basis into another one 
holds also for CTL, e.g. consider the following equations: 

E[x W b] = E[(...,b)!! (x 1\ b)] V EG...,b 
E[x U b] = E[x !! b] V EGx 
E[x B b] = ...,A[(...,x) !! b] 

A[x W b] = ...,E[(...,b)!! (...,x 1\ b)] 
A[x U b] = ...,E[(x 1\ ...,b) !! (...,x 1\ ...,b)] 
A[x B b] = ...,E[(...,x) !! b] 
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As already outlined, the particular choice of the operator bases is almost irrelevant. 
However, it has to be noted here, that the W-operator has some properties that are 
useful for our translation procedure. 

Definition 1 (Syntax of CTL *) The following mutually recursive definitions intro
duce the set of path formulae Pf. and the set of state formulae Sf. over a given finite 
set of variables VE: 

• The set of path formulae Pf. over the variables VE is the smallest set which satis
fies the following properties: 

- each state formula is a pathformula, i.e. Sf. ~ Pf. 
- path formulae are closed with respect to boolean operations, i.e '<p, <p 1\ ,¢, 

<p V '¢ E Pf. if <p, '¢ E Pf. 
- path formulae are closed with respect to temporal operators, i.e X<p, G<p, F<p, 

[<p W '¢] E Pf., [<p W '¢] E Pf., [<p U '¢] E Pf. and [<p!! '¢] E Pf. if<p,,¢ E 
Pf. 

• The set of state formulae Sf. over the variables VE is the smallest set which sat
isfies the following properties: 

- each variable in V~ is a state formula, i.e. V~ S; Si 
- state formulae are closed with respect to boolean operations, i.e '<p, <p 1\ ,¢, 

<p V '¢ E Sf. if <p, '¢ E Si 
- E<p, A<p E Sf. for all <p E Pf. 

The set of CTL * formulae over the variables VE is the set of state formulae Sf over 
VE. 

Models of CTL * are given as so-called Kripke structures. However, there are also 
other variants, where computation trees or even arbitrary sets of paths are used for 
the definition of the semantics [Emer90]. While the computation tree semantics and 
the semantics based on Kripke structures are the same * for CTL *, some additional 
restrictions are necessary for the 'set-of-path semantics' [Emer90]. In the following, 
the Kripke structure semantics is used for the paper. 

Definition 2 (Kripke Structures) A Kripke structure M = (S, R, C) for a set of 
variables VE is given by a finite set of states S, a transition relation R ~ S x S 
that must be total (i.e Vso.3sdso, Sl) E R), and a labeling function C : S -t 2VE 

that maps each state to a set of variables. For functions 7r : N -t S, the predicate 
PM(7r,S) := (s = 7r(0)) 1\ Vi E N.(7r(i),7r(i+1)) E R) defines the set of paths 
starting in the state s through M. 

• It is remarkable that these two semantics are no longer equivalent if we add quantification over variables. 
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(so, Sl) E n means that there is a transition from state So E S to state Sl E S. As 
n is total, each state has at least one successor state. In order to define the semantics 
of CTL * formulae, some manipulations on paths are necessary which are formulated 
here in a usual A-calculus notation. A path 1C' is defined as function that maps natural 
numbers to states of the Kripke structure. The k-th state of a path 1C' is denoted by 
1C'(k-1) which is a function application ofthe function 1C' to the natural number k. The 
suffix where the first 0 states are cut off is denoted with AX.1C'(xH) , i.e. a new path 
whose k-th state is (Ax.1C'(xH»)(k) = 1C'(kH). 

Definition 3 (Semantics of CTL *) Given a path 1C' in a Kripke structure M, the fol
lowing rules define the semantics ofCTL* pathformulae: 

• (M,1C') 1= ep iff(M, 1C'(0») 1= ep for each state formula ep 
• (M,1C') 1= -,ep iffnot (M, 1C') 1= ep 
• (M,1C') 1= ep /\ ~ iff(M, 1C') 1= ep and (M, 1C') 1= ~ 
• (M,1C') 1= ep V ~ iff(M, 1C') 1= ep or (M, 1C') 1= 1/J 
• (M,1C') 1= Xep iff(M, AX.1C'(x+1») 1= ep 
• (M,1C') 1= Gepiff(M,AX.1C'(x+i») 1= epholdsforalli E IN" 
• (M,1C') 1= Fep iff(M, AX.1C'(x+i») 1= ep holds for at least one i E IN" 
• (M,1C') 1= [ep W ~l iff either (M, AX.1C'(xH») 1= -,1/J for all 0 E IN" or there is 

a 0 E IN" such that (M, AX.1C'(xH») 1= 1/J /\ ep holds and (M, AX.1C'(x+t») 1= -'1/J 
holds for all t < o. 

• (M,1C') F [ep w -,pj iffthereisa8 E IN such that (M,AX.1C'(xH») F ~I\epholds 
and (M, AX .1C'\ x+t») 1= -'-,p holds for all t < o. 

• (M, 1C') 1= [ep U ~j iff either (M, AX.1C'(xH») 1= ep 1\ -,~ for all 0 E IN" or there is 
a 0 E IN" such that (M, AX.1C'(xH») 1= ~ holds and (M, AX.1C'(x+t») 1= ep 1\-,1/J 

holds for all t < o. 
• (M,1C') 1= [ep !11/Jj iff there is a 0 E IN" such that (M, AX.1C'(xH») 1= ~ holds and 

(M, AX.1C'(x+t») 1= ep 1\ -,~ holdsforall t < o. 

For a given state s of a Kripke structure M = (S, n, C), the semantics of a state 
formula is given by the following definitions: 

• (M,s)l=xiffxE£(S) 
• (M, s) 1= -,ep iffnot (M, s) 1= ep 
• (M, s) 1= ep 1\ ~ iff(M, s) 1= 1/J and (M, s) 1= ~ 
• (M, s) 1= ep V 1/J iff(M, s) 1= 1/J or (M, s) 1= ~ 
• (M, s) 1= Eep iff there is a path 1C' through M beginning in s such that (M, 1C') 1= 

ep holds 
• (M, s) 1= Aep ifffor all paths 1C' through M beginning in s (M, 1C') 1= ep holds 

CTL * is a very powerful language, but has the disadvantage that the model checking 
problem, i.e. the problem of finding the set of states of a Kripke structure where a 
given CTL * formula holds, is PSPACE complete [Emer90]. Hence, a lot of sublan-
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guages of CTL * have been defined [ClEm81, EmHa86, EmLe86, Emer90, BeGr94a] 
in order to find an appropriate language for specification and verification of finite 
state problems. 'Appropriate' means in this context to find a compromise between 
expressiveness and efficiency. In this paper, some more sublanguages are defined 
which will tum out to share the same expressiveness with CTL but are more succinct 
and more readable than CTL. A formal definition of these languages is given by the 
following definition in form of BNF grammars: 

Definition 4 (SuhJanguages of CTL *) Given a finite set of variables VE, the follow
ing grammars define the sub languages LeftCTL *, LeftCTL ++ and CTL of CTL * : 

LeftCTL* : 8··-.. - VE I -,8 I 8 /\ 8 I 8 V 8 I EPE I AP A 
PE ::= 8 I -,p A I PE /\ PE I PE V PE I XPE I F PE 

I [PE W 811 [8 U PEl I [PE B 8l 
I [PE W 811 [8,!,!PEl 

PA ::= 8 I-,PE I PA /\ PA I PA V PA I XPA I GPA 
I [PA W 811 [PA U 811 [8 B Pel 
I [PA W 811 [PA .!,!8l 

LeftCTL++ : 8"-.. - VE I -,8 I 8 /\ 8 I 8 V 8 I EPE I AP A 
PE::= 8 I XPE I FPE 

I [PE W 811 [8 U PEl I [PE B 8l 
I [PE W 811 [8,!,!PE] 

PA ::= 5 I XPA I GPA 
I [PA W 5]1 [PA U 5]1 [5 B PEl 
I [PA W 511 [PA.!,! 51 

CTL+ : 5··= VE I -,5 I 5 /\ 5 I 8 V 5 I EP I AP 
p .. - -,p I P /\ PIP V P I X8 I G5 I F 5 

I [8 W 511 [8 U 8]1 [8 B 8] 
1[5 W 511 [5.!,! 5]1 [5 ~ 5] 

CTL: 5··= VE I -,5 I 5 /\ 5 I 5 V 5 I EP I AP 
p .. -.. - X5 I G8 I F8 

I [5 W 811 [8 U 511 [8 B 51 
1[5 W 811 [8.!,! 511 [8 ~ 51 

The nonterminals 8 and P with or without indices describe sets of state or path for
mulae, respectively. LeftCTL * is the subset of CTL * where all events, i.e. all right 
hand arguments '¢ in subformulae [<p W '¢1 are state formulae. LeftCTL ++ adds 
the restriction to LeftCTL * that on each path quantifier a temporal operator has to 
follow. In LeftCTL * and LeftCTL ++, we must distinguish between path formulae 
PA and PE, i.e. path formulae that can occur after the path quantifiers A and E, 
respectively. Finally, CTL is the subset of of CTL *, where path quantifiers and tem
poral operators occur in pairs as defined in [ClEm81]. In [EmHa85], the language 
CTL + has been defined as given above. CTL + allows that path quantifiers can be 
applied on temporal operators as well as on boolean operators. Syntactically, we 
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Figure 1 Translation procedures between the sublanguages 

have the following set inclusions: CTL c LettCTL ++ c LettCTL * c CTL * and 
CTL c CTL + C LettCTL * c CTL * . 

In [Schn96c] a subset of LTL has been investigated that can be translated in a 
syntax directed manner into deterministic w-automata. The subset of LTL that can be 
translated by the method given in [Schn96c] without generating fairness constraints 
is also a subset of LeftCTL * and can hence also be translated directly to CTL. A lot 
of other sublanguages of CTL * have been defined [EmHa86, Emer90] that form a 
hierarchy between CTL and CTL *. These languages are however not considered in 
this paper as they are not related to the language LeftCTL *. In order to translate a 
LeftCTL * formula into a CTL formula, two main problems have to be considered: 
there are two reasons why a LeftCTL * formula is not a CTL formula: 

1. the formula contains a subformula Acp or Ecp where cp does not begin with a tem
poral operator 

2. the formula contains a subformula cp that begins with a temporal operator, but cp 
is not preceeded by a path quantifier A or E 

In the following, we will prove that the languages LeftCTL * , LeftCTL ++ , CTL + and 
CTL share the same expressiveness but differ in their succinctness. We will also give 
translation procedures from LeftCTL * to LeftCTL ++ and from LeftCTL ++ finally 
to CTL such that any CTL model checker can be used to check also LeftCTL ++ and 
LeftCTL * formulae. The translation procedure from LeftCTL ++ to CTL produces 
a CTL formula that has a size linear to the given input, and hence we prove that 
LeftCTL ++ has also a linear model checking procedure. The same does however 
not hold for the logics LeftCTL * and CTL +. These logics are more succinct than 
LeftCTL ++ and CTL, i.e. there are LeftCTL * and CTL + formulae that can only be 
expressed by more than exponentially longer CTL formulae. Hence, we loose the 
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linear runtime of the model checking procedures for the languages LeftCTL * and 
CTL+. 

3 REDUCTION FROM LeftCTL * TO LeftCTL ++ 

In this section, we will prove that for each formula of LeftCTL * there is an equivalent 
formula of LeftCTL ++. The principle we need for this proof is already well-known 
and has been used in [EmHa86] to prove that it is not a restriction on expressiveness 
when path quantifiers are restricted to be applied to temporal operators in CTL * . 
Similar ideas have also been used to prove the expressive equivalence of CTL + and 
CTL in [EmHa85]. The key to the transformation of LeftCTL * to LeftCTL ++ is the 
following theorem: 

Theorem 1 (Elimination of Conjunctions of Temporal Operators) 
For all formulae Xl, X2, bb b2 E Pi, the following equations are valid: 

• Conjunctions of X: 

- [XXIJ /\ [XX2J = X(XI /\ xd 
- [XXIJ /\ [Gx2J = X2 /\ X(XI /\ GX2) 
- [XXIJ /\ [FX2J = (X2 /\ Xxd V X(XI /\ FX2) 
- [XXI)/\ [X2 W b2) = (b2 /\ X2 /\ XXI) V (-,b2 /\ X(XI /\ [X2 W b2))) 
- [XXI] /\ [X2 W b2] = (b2 /\ X2 /\ Xxd V (-,b2 /\ X(XI /\ [X2 W b2))) 

• Conjunctions ofG: 

- [GXIJ /\ [XX2J = Xl /\ X(X2 /\ Gxd 
- [Gxd /\ [GX2J = G(XI /\ X2) 
- [Gxd /\ [FX2J = [(Gxd W (Xl -t X2)J 
- [GXIJ /\ [X2 W b2J = [(X2 /\ Gxd W (Xl -t b2)J 
- [GXIJ /\ [X2 W b2J = [(X2 /\ GXI) W (Xl -t b2)J 

• Conjunctions ofF: 

- [FXI] /\ [XX2J = (Xl /\ XX2) V X(X2 /\ Fxd 
- [FXIJ /\ [GX2J = [(GX2) W (X2 -t xdJ 
- [FXIJ /\ [FX2J = F(XI /\ FX2) V F(X2 /\ Fxd 
- [FbIJ /\ [X2 W b2J = [([bl /\ [X2 W b2]] V [X2 /\ b2 /\ Fxd) W (bl V b2)] 
- [FbrJ /\ [X2 W b2J = [([bl /\ [X2 W b2JJ V [X2 /\ b2 /\ FXI]) W (bl V b2)J 

• Conjunctions ofW: 
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• Conjunctions ofW: 

Note also that the following special cases hold (these hold also for '!:!.J: 

• [Xl W b] A [X2 W b] = [(Xl A X2) W b] 
• [Xl W b] V [X2 W b] = [(Xl V X2) W b] 
• [Xl W b] -+ [X2 W b] = [(Xl -+ X2) W b] 
• ([Xl W bj = [X2 W b]) = ([(Xl = X2) W b]) 

Note that by negating both sides of the equations and using deMorgan's theorem 
and the equations -,Gx = F(-,x), -,Fx = G(-,x), -,[x W b] = [(-,x) W b], and 
-,[x W b] = [(-,x) W b], we obtain analog equations for transforming disjunctions 
of temporal operators into conjunctions of temporal operators. Applying these equa
tions repeatedly allows to transform a conjunction of formulae of the forms Xx, Gx, 
Fx, [x W b], [x W b] into either a disjunction or a simple formula of one of these 
forms. 

Theorem 2 (Temporal Disjunctive and Conjunctive Normal Form) 
Any arbitrary CTL * formula can be transformed in both of the following normal 
forms, where Q!i is a CTL * state formula: 

n 

• V Q!i A [X,Bi] A [G'Yi] A [F8i ] A [Pi W 7ri] A [Ui W ~i] 
i=l 

n 

• /\ Q!i V [X,Bi] V [G'Yi] V [F8i ] V [Pi W 7ri] V [Ui W ~i] 
i=l 

Proof Each CTL * formula can be transformed to an equivalent CTL * formula in 
disjunctive normal form V~=ll\r;::,.l ipi,j where each formula ipi,j is either a state 
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formula, or is of one of the following forms: Xx, Gx, Fx, [x W b], [x W bl. The 
equivalences in theorem 1 immediately reduce this form to the first one specified in 
the theorem by collecting all X-, G-, F-, Wand W formulae. The second form is just 
the dual of the first one and is obtained for a given formula rp by first computing the 
first normal form for ""rp and negating this afterwards. • 

Now, assume a formula Erp E leftCTl * is to be translated to leftCTl +. We 
first compute the temporal disjunctive normal form and then shift the path quanti
fier E over the top-level disjunctions and over the state formula Di according to the 
following lemma: 

Lemma 1 Given an arbitrary state formula 'IjJ E st and an arbitrary path formula 
rp E pt, the following equation hold: 

F E'IjJ='IjJ 
F E('ljJArp) = 'ljJA Erp 
FE('ljJVrp) = 'ljJV Erp 

FA'IjJ='IjJ 
F A('IjJ A rp) = 'IjJ A Arp 
FA('ljJVrp)='ljJVArp 

Hence, it remains now to consider E ([X.Bil A [G/,il A [FOil A [Pi W 7ril A [lTi W ~i]). 
Theorem 1 is now used to replace the top-level conjunction that follows the path 
quantifier E either by a formula starting with a disjunction of temporal operators or 
a single temporal operator. The first case is reduced to the latter one by shifting E 
once more over the top-level disjunction. If the same procedure is now applied to 
all subformulae starting with a path quantifier, finally all path quantifiers are shifted 
towards temporal operators. Hence, we have proved the following result: 

Theorem 3 (Expressiveness and Succinctness of leftCTl *) 
For any arbitrary leftCTl * formula rp there is a leftCTl ++ formula 'IjJ such that 

F rp = 'IjJ. 

Considering succinctness of the logics, we add the result for CTl + of [EmHa85]. 
For the logic leftCTl *, things are even worse because the effect that blows up a 
CTl + formula during the translation can be repeated in leftCTl * . 

Theorem 4 (Expressiveness and Succinctness of CTl +) 
For each CTl + formula rp there is a CTl formula 'IjJ such that F rp 
11'ljJ11 E O(llrpll!) = O(2I1cplllog(llcpll). 

'IjJ and 

In order to see, where the blow-up occurs, consider the following CTl + formula 
which is also a leftCTl* formula: E 1\7=1 FXj. The result of the above translation 
procedure is in this case the following: define for an arbitrary permutation 7r of the 
numbers 1, ... , n the formulae ~1r,1 := EFx1r(l) and ~1r,jH := EF(x1r(j+1) A ~1r,j). 
The result of the procedure is then V 1rE Pn ~1r,n, where Pn is the set of all permuta
tions of the numbers 1, ... , n. 
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4 REDUCTION FROM LeftCTL ++ TO CTL 

In LeftCTL ++ each path quantifier preceeds a temporal operator, but not vice versa. 
Hence, in order to translate a LeftCTL ++ formula into an equivalent CTL formula, 
path quantifiers have to be added to those temporal operators which are not already 
preceeded by a path quantifier. The following theorem allows this and is the back
ground for the definition of the languages LeftCTL ++ and LeftCTL *: 

Theorem 5 (Adding Path Quantifiers) 
For all path formulae 'P E Pr, and all state formulae ¢ E Sr" the following equa
tions hold: 

(1) F EX'P = EXEi.p 
(3) F EFi.p = EFEi.p 
(5) F E[i.p W ¢] = E[(E'P) W ¢] 
(7) F E[i.p W ¢] = E[(E'P) W ¢] 
(9) F E[¢ U i.p] = E[¢ U (E'P)] 
(11) F E[¢ 1'- 'P] = E[¢ 1'- (E'P)] 
(13) F E['P B ¢] = E[(E'P) B ¢] 

(2) FAXi.p = AXAi.p 
(4) F AG'P = AGAi.p 
(6) F A['P W ¢] = A[(A'P) W ¢] 
(8) F A[i.p W ¢] = A[(Ai.p) W ¢j 
(10) F A['P U ¢] = A[(Ai.p) U ¢] 
(12) F A['P 1'- ¢] = A[(A'P) 1'- ¢] 
(14) F A[¢ B 'P] = A[¢ B (E'P)] 

The equations ( 10) and ( 12) do also hold if ¢ is a path formula. 

In case of binary temporal operators, the preceeding path quantifier can only be 
shifted to one of the arguments. This must generally hold, since otherwise we could 
transform every CTL * formula into an equivalent CTL formula, which is however 
not possible since CTL * is more expressive than CTL. 

The language LeftCTL ++ is defined in such a way that the arguments of the bi
nary operators where no path quantifier can be shifted to are already state formulae. 
Hence, rewriting formulae of LeftCTL ++ with the equations of theorem 5 yields in 
pure CTL formulae of roughly the same length. 

Theorem 6 (Reduction of LeftCTL ++ to CTL) 
For any arbitrary LeftCTL ++ state formula 'P there is a CTL formula ¢ such that 

F i.p = ¢ and II¢II E O(II'PII)· 

Proof The proof is done by a structural induction along the algorithm in figure 3. 
As the given formula is in the language LeftCTL ++, the cases <P == -''P, <P == 'P 1\ ¢ 
and <P == 'P V ¢ cannot occur in the functions. The induction steps can then be simply 
reduced to the equations of theorem 5. • 

Theorem 7 (Reduction of LeftCTL * to CTL) 
For any arbitrary LeftCTL * state formula 'P there is a CTL formula ¢ such that 

F i.p = ¢. 
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Proof Again the proof is done by structural induction along the structure of the 
fonnula by regarding the algorithm in figure 3. The function E_conj( «I» computes the 
conjunctive temporal nonnal fonn of «I> and then applies the equations of theorem 
1 on each clause and shifts the path quantifier inwards to the temporal operators. 
A_disj is the dual function that computes the disjunctive temporal nonnal fonn of 
«I> and shifts the path quantifier A inwards. In all other cases, only path quantifiers 
are added according to theorem 5. Obviously, the procedure tenninates after a finite 
number of steps with a CTL fonnula. • 

It is important to see that the condition that the fonnula 'ljJ has to be a state fonnula 
in theorem 5 is necessary. In particular, the following lemma holds: 

Figure 2 A Kripke structure for disproving some equations. 

Lemma 2 In general, the following equations are not valid: 

(1) ~ E[ep W 1/1] = E[(Eep) W 1/1] 
(3) ~ E[ep W 'ljJ] = E[(Eep) W'ljJ] 
(5) ~ E[ep U 'ljJ] = E[ep U (E'ljJ)] 
(7) ~ EGep = EGEep 

(2) ~ A[ep W 1/1] = A[(Aep) W'ljJ] 
(4) ~ A[ep W 'ljJ] = A[(Aep) W'ljJ] 
(6) ~ E[ep!l 'ljJ] = E[ep!l (E'ljJ)] 
(8) ~ AFep = AFAep 

Proof Consider state So in the Kripke structure M in figure 2. There are exactly 
two paths starting in state So. It is easy to see that on the one hand (M, so) ~ 
E[(Fx) W (Gb)] holds, but on the other hand we have (M, so) F E[(EFx) W (Gb)] 
since (M, so) F EFx holds. This is due to the fact that the E path quantifier inside 
the W-expression allows to choose the right path in state So while the entire fonnula 
holds on the left hand path of So. Hence, equation (1) is disproved. We can disprove 
(3) by exchanging W by W in the previous argumentation. (2) and (4) can be re
duced to (3) and (1), respectively by the identity ...,[ep W 'ljJ] = [(...,ep) W 'ljJ]. Now, 
consider state S4. Again there are two paths starting in state 84. It can be proved that 
(M, S4) ~ E[(Fx) U (Gb)], but on the other hand (M, 84) F E[(Fx) U (EGb)]. The 
latter holds since we can choose in state 85 the left alternative to validate (M, 85) F 
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EGb, while the right alternative is chosen to satisfy the entire formula. Hence, equa
tion (6) is disproved and the same argumentation disproves also (5). Finally, if (7) 
would hold, then we could·reduce EGFx to EGEFx. However, this is a CTl formula, 
which contradicts the fact that no CTl formula is equivalent to EGFx [EmHa85]. (8) 
can be reduced to (7) by pushing negation symbols inwards and outwards. 

• 
5 FURTHER EXTENSIONS OF LeftCTL * 

In each case, where the definition of leftCTl * requires a state formula instead of a 
(more general) path formula, it can be shown that there is an example, which could 
no longer be expressed in CTL. Nevertheless, in some special cases more nestings 
of temporal operators can be allowed without extending the expressiveness of the 
logic. This means that there are still CTl * formulae which are equivalent to some 
leftCTl * formula, but which do not follow the syntax of leftCTl *. In this section, 
we consider some further extensions of leftCTl * . 

For example, consider the simple formula AFXx. It is certainly not a leftCTl* 
formula, but it can be reduced by the equality FXx = XFx to AXFx. The latter is a 
leftCTl* formula and is translated by our algorithm to the CTl formula AXAFx. 
As the path quantifiers can be always added to formulae beginning with a X-operator, 
it is reasonable to shift X-operators outside as shown in the following theorem: 

Theorem 8 (Homomorphism of X) 
For all CTl * path formulae, the following equations hold: 

....,Xx = X....,x 
(Xy) /\ (Xx) = X(x /\ y) 
GXx = XGx 
[(Xx) W (Xy)] = X[x W y] 
[(Xx) U (Xy)] = X [x U y] 
[(Xx) B (Xy)] = X[x By] 

(Xy) V (Xx) = X(x V y) 
FXx = XFx 
[(Xx) W (Xy)] = X[x W y] 
[(Xx) !l (Xy)] = X [x!l y] 
[(Xx) .6. (Xy)] = X [x .6. y] 

However, if only one argument of a binary operator has a leading X-operator, as e.g. 
in [(Xy) W x], these laws cannot be used directly. In this case, a new variable q is 
introduced and x is substituted by Xq in the given formula such that [(Xy) W (Xq)] is 
obtained. Of course, the transition equation G (Xq = x) has to be added to the Kripke 
structure of the given model checking problem. After that, the X-operators can be 
shifted outwards. For example, the model checking problem M F= X[b W Xa]/\ c is 
transformed into the following: 
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For the translation of AFXx, it is sufficient to shift the X operator outwards, i.e. 
to change the ordering of the nesting of the temporal operators. In other cases, it is 
even possible (and for our translation necessary), to eliminate the nesting of temporal 
operators. These elimination laws can be used to extend the definition of the language 
LeftCTL * in such a manner that in each case, where the grammar rules for LeftCTL * 
in definition 4 expected a state formula, we can now allow some special forms of 
path formulae. For example, the elimination theorem G [x U b] = G(x V b) leads to 
the new grammar rule S ::= AG [PA U PA]. A direct application of the elimination 
theorem reduces this rule to S ::= AGPA V PA, and this can be derived from the 
already existing rules* in contrastto AG [PA U PA]. 

Similar theorems have been used in [BeGr94a] to allow at most one nesting of 
temporal operators to obtain the language CTL 2 • These theorems can also be used to 
extend the definition of LeftCTL *. Some of them are listed below: 

Theorem 9 (Elimination of Temporal Operator Nestings) For all CTL * path for
mulae, the following equations hold: 

• Nestings ofG and F: 

GXx = XGx 
GGx = Gx 
G [x U b] = G(x V b) 
G[x W b] = G(b ~ x) 

• Nestings ofU: 

FXx = XFx 
FFx = Fx 

F[x W b] = F(x "b) V FG-,b 

- [x U (bl V b2 )] = [x UbI] V [x U b2] 

- [(Xl" X2) U b] = [Xl U b] " [X2 U b] 
- [x U (Xb)] = (Xb) V [x U (x" b)] 
- [(Xx) U b] = b V X [x U (x" b)] 
- [(Gx) U b] = b V Gx 
- [x U (Fb)] = [Fb] V [Gx] 
- [([x U aD U b] = b V [(x V a) U b] " ([a W (Xb)] V [[x U a] W b]) 
- [([x W aD U b] = b V [(x V -,a) U b] " ([a W (Xb)] V [[x W a] W b]) 

Some of the above equations have been used in [BeGr94a]. While in the above the
orem only one nesting of temporal operators is considered .. one could also consider 
arbitrary deep nestings to extend the language. For example, at the next level of 
nestings the following equations can be added: G(x V [y U b]) = G(x V y V b), 
G(x V [y W b]) = G(x Vy V -,b), G(x V Gy) = [(Gy) W (-,x)], .... 

·S ::= APA ::= AGPA 
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6 EXAMPLE: THE SINGLE PULSER 

In [JoMC94] the single pulser has been investigated as an example circuit that is hard 
to specify in some logic languages such as CTL. The circuit has a boolean valued 
input in and a boolean valued output o. It is required that between two rising edges 
of in there is exactly one point of time, where 0 is high. Using linear temporal logics, 
this can be expressed by the following specifications: 

1. AG[-,in /\ Xin -t X([o B (-,in /\ Xin)] V [0 W (-,in /\ Xin)])] 

[ . . (X[(-,o) U (-,in/\Xin)]/\ )] 
2. AG o/\-,(-,m/\Xm)-t X[(-,o)W(-,in/\Xin)] 

3. AG[o -t X-,o] 

Specification 1 states that when a rising edge is detected at the input in, then the 
output 0 must be high before another rising edge at in is detected. It is also allowed 
that 0 can be high when the next rising edge at in is detected. If a second rising edge 
does not occur, then this first specification does trivially hold. The second specifica
tion states, that when 0 is high and no rising edge follows at in, then from the next 
point of time on, 0 must be low at least until the next rising edge occurs on in and 
also at the point of time when the next rising edge occurs. Finally, the third specifi
cation states that after 0 is high it is definitely low at the next point of time. While 
1. states the existence of an output, 2. and 3. assure that the output is in each case a 
single pulse. 3. is not subsumed by 2., as the first two specs allow the behavior given 
in figure 4, where 0 is not a single pulse. 

in 

o 

-,in /\ XinL. ................. ....i_L.. ........ -i._ ... 

Figure 4 Not a Single Pulsers behavior. 

For the translation of the specifications, it is convenient to introduce new variables 
lin, l~n' lo and l~ which follow the transition equations G[Xlin = in], G[Xl~n = 
lin], G[Xlo = 0] and G[Xl~ = lo]. As explained in the last section, these equations 
allow the substitution occurrences of in and 0, such that all X operators can be shifted 
outwards. This yields in the following modified specifications: 
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Now, additional path quantifiers are added according to theorem 5. The last two spec
ifications are thereby transformed into equivalent CTL specifications. The obtained 
formulae are as follows: 

The first specification is however not a CTL formula, since the innermost path quan
tifier A is applied to a disjunction. Hence, the laws of theorem I have to be applied 
to this subformula. This is done as follows: 

This last transformation finally yields in an equivalent CTL specification of the single 
pulser. For reasons of readability, the subformula fo Viup has been abbreviated by iup. 

Of course, this is not done by the algorithm. The readability of the above formulae is 
however out of question, since this formula is directly fed into a CTL model checker 
and hence, there is no need for a designer to regard this formula. Here, the advantage 
of this work becomes apparent: while the above CTL specifications are not readable, 
they are equivalent the ones given at the beginning of this section and those are 
readable. 

Of course, there are simpler specifications of the single pulser, which can even be 
translated to readable CTL specifications. For example, consider the following specs 
la, lb and 2a which are equivalent to specifications I and 2, respectively. 

1a. AG[...,in A Xin -+ X[o V [(Xo) B (...,in A Xin)]]] 
lb. AG[...,in A Xin -+ X[o V [(...,(...,in A Xin)) U 0]]] 
2a. AG[o -+ [(X...,o) U (...,in A Xin)]] 

The translation of these formulae does only require to shift the path quantifier in
wards. 
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